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Two Christmas gift exchange poem ideas that can make the Christmas gift exchange just a little more fun! Simply read the poem, hand over the gifts left and right when the words are read and laugh along the way.  With all the other gift exchange games, I've had a lot of people email me and ask for a printable left right Christmas gift exchange poem. I've only
played the game two or three times, so I haven't written my own poem yet. But it's a super fun game, so I thought it was time! And you know I like to rhyme, or you should if you've seen my treasure hunting ideas. I created two left right inspired by two of my favorite things – movies and Disney! One is more for adults (Sarah meets Mr. Right), and the other is
more kid-friendly following the story of Mickey and his buddies. What's a left right-hand gift exchange? The right left Christmas gift exchange is one I've seen playing at a number of parties, and I hear pretty much every single year. It's simple and great way to pass gifts around in a funny way. Like the saran wrap game and Christmas bingo, it's kind of a
holiday tradition and something I've seen people play over and over again, year after year. How do you play the left-right Christmas game? The game really just consists of everyone bringing the packaged gift, everyone is sitting in a circle and everyone is passing gifts to the left or right when someone reads the left or right (or write) in a poem. The poems or
stories are specifically written with many rights and left like this. Then, at the end of the poem, everyone opens the gift they have in their hands. I highly recommend telling people that either white elephant gifts or unisex gifts to anyone like this are totally luck over this! If you want something that has a little less luck with your pass, try the gift exchange card
game! It can be quite hilarious to watch, especially if the person reads the story pretty quickly and has a lot of left and rights in the story! And when I say story, it could be a story or a poem or something. I chose a poem because I like to rhyme! If you like rhyming games, be sure to check out the pass of the current game as well! Two left right Christmas gift
exchange poems Both poems follow the same pattern - a story that says the words left and right a lot. The first is more adult-friendly, as a woman meets Mr. Right all day. The second is definitely the more kid-friendly as it follows Mickey Mouse and his friends as they shop for Christmas presents. Or it works for any size group and for any age, just choose
what makes the most sense to you. The Day Sarah Met Mr. Right This Christmas gift exchange poem was inspired by all of these awesome Hallmark movies where she meets Mr. Right. After watching all kinds of movies Last week, this story just kind of wrote itself! Here's a sneak peek! Mickey picks the perfect present in the second game with a story mickey
mouse and try to choose the perfect gifts for his friends. If you love Disney or you're playing mostly kids, this is the left right story for you! Notice I said story - unlike the above, it's a story rather than a poem. He still played the same way, but it doesn't rhyme. More Gift Exchange Games Get the ultimate gift exchange game pack! The best gift exchange games
for each is a printable PDF - instructions, printable cheat sheets, printable cards, and more! Click on the picture below to check it out or buy it from my store here! Get the Free Printable Enter your first name and email address below to get copies of both poems! It is immediately placed in the PDF file so that you can download and receive the copy in the
email shortly afterwards. If you don't see the form below, click here to enter the data for the form. If you'd rather not fill out the form, click here to get a copy of my store. The PDF will include: InstructionsOne-page Sarah &amp; Mr. Right poemTwo page Mickey Mouse shops story This is one of many free activities. Golden Caregivers have 1000s of activities
and resources in their top care. A fun game that creates a lot of laughter! The Day Club likes that, so I thought I'd share it. Instructions: Participants in a round give each participant a ball or object (or to make it easier, just give a ball to a participant). Read the story and when you say right or left you need to pass the ball in this direction. Left/Right Story
Christmas was almost here and mom was better at finishing the Christmas baking. Dad's better, Sue's better and Billy RIGHT is back at last minute Christmas shopping. There's not much left to do,' dad said better as he came into the kitchen. Did you leave the basket of food in the church? asked mom right. I left right where he told me across the road he said
dad was better. I'm glad the purchase is done said billy right with no money left. The phone rang, and Susie left to pick it up. She rushed back and told the family Aunt Tillie right left a package for us right on Grandma's right porch. I'm going to pass now and get it said as I left in a rush. Dad right left the kitchen and brought the Christmas tree. By the time
Susie RIGHT returned Mom RIGHT and Billy RIGHT started cutting the tree. The whole better family sang songs as they finished decorating and strung lights right across the tree. Then he left all the present arranged under the tree and went to bed hoping to choose the right gifts for the family. Now I hope to have the right present for yourself because that's
all that's left of our story.... Except I wish you a merry Christmas . Not that you're right. On the Internet I can only find left-right stories for Christmas or baby showers, so I wrote this left-right story for a family reunion, but with a few changes, you can use it for any occasion. It's a good game. Everyone stands or sits in a circle. You can turn a gift packaged prize
into some participants (fairly evenly distribute the prizes around the circle). Read the story below. When they hear you say it to the right, they'll give the award to the person on the right, and the same with the left word. When you say The End, anyone holding an award keeps it. You can change the story to suit your needs. LEFTy WRIGHT reached into his
right pocket with his right hand and pulled out a downright long line of firecrackers that his friend, Mike LEFTtoe, had given him. LEFTy walked right into the neighbor's right pretty yard, pulled the right worn book matches out of his left pocket and mumbled, all right! One game left. Then LEFTy turned left and sn snrated into the house. LEFTy was RIGHTly
amazed that so many downright good-looking (or you might say goofy-looking) people on the right and left. This should be the ___ family reunion. Ok! LEFTy fell to his left knee and then to his right knee. Then he quietly fell LEFTward onto his belly. Better, no one saw it, but LEFTy would have to act straight quickly. LEFTy placed the firecrackers right on the
floor, struck the match with his left hand and lit the downright short fuse. And so all the folks at the ___ family reunion learned their tapdance. In the end luckily in Fairview Heights, ILAdd your voice! Click on the comment below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! Add your voice. Click on the comment below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! Page 2A great fun for
a family reunion. It's called Guess-for-the-Goodies Everyone can bring something to guess, i.e.jar candies, cans of change, bags of beans, figure out the length of string, etc. Anything someone can come up with. Guess cards are the item that lists who, what and what you win. People line up and start guessing. This is always the highlight of the meeting! By
Mary Beth, Saginaw MIAdd your voice! Click on the comment below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! Alice (Guest Post)August 26, 20070 I found this helpfulTop CommentWe just had a family reunion and played the guessing game. It was a great success, thank you. One of the things that was nice was what we didn't have to do during the meeting. We tried
to make everything a green theme (by Kelly Green). We had green beans, green and silver paper clips, green and silver confetti, a very over grown zucchini, length of curly green ribbon jar, painted macaroni, change into a green bottle, pages of a green paper (wrapped in plastic wrap) and green mint. Thank you again for the idea. Answer Was this helpful?
YesBy wandawagner9 [1 I found this useful, please explain the game, I do not understand and who wins if 6 people think I just do not understand Answer Was it useful? YesBy Marla Ball [54 Comments]March 16, 20050 found this usefulWhat a Cool Idea. I bet that would do well at Class Reunions. I plan to have this idea at the next planning committee
meeting. Thanks for sharing. Marla Reply Was this helpful? Yes, give me your voice. Click on the comment below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! Page 3 I wanted to share the game idea to the big family gatherings, neighbor game-night or whatever, it's so fun and fun! I've never heard of him, maybe some of us. It's called How's Yours? The goal is to come
up with something that everyone has in common, like family or house - anything that is common to everyone. One person is chosen to leave the room, somewhere they can't hear, then the rest of the people gathered around decides what things the one who left will have to believe now. For example, the person in our group left the room and we decided to
house. The person is called back to the room and he or she ask each person in the room, How is yours?, and you can just say a word with clues like clear, large, blue, etc., and the person can figure out what it is. After the person guessing asked everyone in the room and still can't figure it out, you can ask each person again and everyone should tell you
something else. A funny example of our trail house was the person guessing asked: How's yours?, and I said Dirty, and everyone laughed because the person guessing thought it was music. When I finally figured out that house, I joked, yes, I listen to filthy music, lol. Anyway, it's a lot of fun and it can get hilarious. The trail could be anything everyone has in
common. I just wanted to share the idea, does anyone have any other fun 'singing' game ideas like that? I'd love to hear them. :)By Stacey of Orem, UTPage 4By Harriet Schipper [11 Comments, 135 Comments]Page Family Reunion Game IdeasMy three sons and 2 daughters of in-laws will be here in early January. We found that airplane flights have twice
as many frequent flyer miles or money at Christmas. Then we will celebrate the birth of Christ. We usually also play at night and I'm looking for something new to buy and play with them. They're all in their 20s and 30s. Any suggestions for new games that would be fun to play with them would be appreciated. Harriet from Lakewood, CAAd your voice. Click
on the answer below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! Donna (Guest Post)November 19, 20080 I found this helpfulBest AnswerPhase 10 a great game. Me and my family (all adults) play it often. It's a card game. You can find the phase ten most Wal-Marts in the toy in the hallway The games are there. also, Yahtzee fun Reply Was this helpful? YesBy guest
(Guest Post)November 19, 20080 found this helpfulBest AnswerApples for Apples a very fun game. I'm in the age group that you mentioned and my friends and I have a game night every so often and this game we play and it's going to be everyone talking and laughing. Answer Was this helpful? YesBest AnswerMy family enjoys a game called Apple Apple.
This is a fun word association game that you can play with a lot of people (of different ages as well). Everyone gets a hand on the cards with a descriptive word, a separate card flipped over the umpire, and everyone chooses a word card on hand that goes best with that card. It often gets silly because some people won't have a card that fits, so there may be
some funny descriptions. The judge chooses his favorite word. Whoever put that word in wins that round and gets the card. Depending on how many people you have who have the directional cards you specify, you win. It was worth the money because we love it and we always play it! Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Zelda (Guest Post)November 20, 20080
found this helpfulBest AnswerWe love to play 5 Crowns and Sequence. It's a lot of fun. Some people don't play face cards, but as long as we're not gambling we think it's good and we're having fun. Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Lorraine [2 Comments]November 21, 20080 I found this helpfulBest AnswerDominos in a fun group game. There are many
variants, so it is not boring. We also play Phase 10 and Uno. Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Kathy (Guest Post)November 21st, 20080 I found this helpfulBest AnswerYep, Apple by the Apples! Answer Was this helpful? YesBy jeff [1 Comment]December 4, 20080 found this helpfulBest AnswerI'd have chimes with the chorus and suggest Apples are the
Apples as well. This is a great game for family and guests. I recently bought it for our family and it's always a great success when guests come or just with family. You can try it out at www.playyourredcard.com and try it out before you commit to it. I hope that helps! Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Dana (Guest Post)November 20, 20080 found this usefulAll
the Scene It games are very fun. You need a TV and DVD player to play. You can guess different things you've ever called the game. As if this is the usual Scene It's then all questions about old and new movies. Some will have the scene to watch and others will have a question. Another good game is Cranium. Some questions I have draw, some have form
some playdoh something and I have other things to do as well. I'm 25, too. So, I hope it helps. Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Wisgal [8 Comments, 276 Comments]November 20, 20080 found this helpfulCancellation Hearts a good card game for any number of people, children and adults. It will go to google.com nothing to buy, but two decks of cards.
Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Sandy [7 Posts, 127 Comments]November 24, 20080 found this usefulIt involves alcohol that even the shyer person involved, but called ENCORE, and it's a singing board game. Say it's the word beach, and you'll go back and forth in teams and sing as many songs as you can, with the word beach. It's really a lot of fun. Our
family loves it. Answer Was this helpful? Yes, give me your voice. Click on the answer below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! Page 5By Laura J. Orr [3 Comments, 4 Comments]I'm trying to think of some games that will suit the Family Picnic, which includes young and old alike. Already the slump is a generation gap between not kids, and grandparents
passing by or unable to come. It's my first picnic in a couple of years, and I'd like to put some new ideas into the fun part. I'd like to freshen up, surprise you, and start a new life for the future of this gathering. Laura O. Ontario, Canada Give me your voice. Click on the answer below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! By Patti in PA, USA (Guest Post)July 23,
20080 I found this helpfulBest AnswerI I have some ideas for you and I hope to help. We have a lot of BBQ's and we started to have treasure hunts, everyone loves them, We also took the tractor hooked to a trailer and take hay rides, another thing to poster boards and get every family member to send copies of their baby pictures and give a prize or prizes
for most of the good and most bad. I also play with kids watermelon spitting, throwing the dress pins into the bottle (I use a large bottle with a wide mouth); Also you can do things like an egg with a spoon and a team that gets theirs to the other end without dropping wins, (Oh, you have to carry the spoon in their mouths and put your hands behind their backs
to also bag races for fun. I hope these ideas help and have a wonderful family reunion. If you want to bounce any more party ideas, just email me at froggypjs10 AT hotmail.com Patti Reply Was this helpful? YesBy Laura (Guest Post)July 26, 20080 found this helpfulBest AnswerMi incredible imagination and excellent ideas! I'm so glad I asked. Now i'm sure
your old brain was swirling! thank you so much! The image board sounds interesting in particular. Picnics have been going on for a long time until the older generation disappeared, and we seemed to be in this generational chasm without sadness and children. The children will be youthful or teenagers and few in between. Its not been a picnic for a few years
and it's the first time again since then. I think the picture boards would be an excellent way to address, remember, and heal this issue and help chase your apathy away and revive your spirit to get back. There are a lot of old family pictures on hand. could you explain how it goes go A? Every idea is fantastic and I'm entertaining them now. These are all great
ideas! A lot of people laugh at me, I'm imagining it. Thank you again. It certainly helps to eliminate my concerns about success. We're not as organized as you are. There's no charge up front. it never seems to break even, but that's ok. It's going to be in my house, and I have a lot of land, a side house, a shadow, a trampoline and a pool. There will be potluck,
which is always successful. My biggest concern is keeping it dry when it rains. It's been an incredibly wet year, and the thought of 70 people suddenly cramming into my house doesn't attract me, if you know what I mean. I've looked into renting a tent, only to find that it will cost $480 for 3 days... Huh! A picnic is just a day's relationship. Any idea on how I
could weather this one? I was a tractor and did the cart rides once, but the tractor bit of dust, lol! (hobby farm, non-functioning farm) I have horses, too, and I can ride horses, but horses can just come out of nowhere. They're mostly pets. They are well trained from the ground and I actually dance with one of them, but I don't ride that often and saddle and little
kids are also going to be new to horses. I know you can ask one of them to make a good egg for me, but the thought is that all things that can happen are small fingers, 1200 lb. size and all this novelty for horses scares me to death. I'm getting pressure for this activity, cause most people who are not horses aligned, think they can just get on a horse and ride
it. Not so, and I'm very reluctant and I come across as a crumb bum on this issue, but Murphy's law prevails over my thoughts in this one. If I increase the risk of someone getting hurt, it's a place I don't want to go. How can I handle the pressure on this issue? There's no way I'm going to get the training I need in time. Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Debbie
(Guest Post)February 12, 20090 I found this helpfulBest AnswerOne of the games we played on our annual family camping weekend (about 30 family members of all ages) was what we called The Collector Game. I didn't tell anyone what the game was, that even the shy didn't back down. Before the game started, my husband &amp; I scattered small piles of
feces (peanuts in this case) over a large area. I've divided everyone into five teams. Then appointed a person, each team as a collector &amp; assigned each team an animal that they represent. The word goes to all team members running around in search of excrement. When they found a pile they had to make the sound of the animal represented loud
enough to make the collector hear it. They had to stay in the pile, in an animal voice, until their collector found them and collected the pile of excrement in the bucket. Each of them then went on to look for more Calls. When time ran out, they ran back to the starting point. The team won the most excrement. It was hilarious with grown men corning like cocks
and kids shaking like ducks, barking like dogs, baaaing like sheep, etc, loud enough to wake the dead, all over the campsite. Even the shy had a good time, as did all the other non-family campers who witnessed the game. Answer Was this helpful? YesBy EIW [16 Comments, 12 Comments]October 25, 20090 found this helpfulBest AnswerNow among these
old games are many community picnics and family gatherings. Calculate any type of item or mix the items and put them in a bottle. Let each person up there name a note by guessing how many items there are. I have used keys, bathroom items like Q tip, bobby pin, dress pin, adding stones to throw out the counter (no matter the stones). Even a bottle of
candy, which could be the jackpot. We also bought a cheap bingo game and gave dollar store fees, even a bottle of soda or a roll of paper towels for the fees. Now it's not a good game for older less active people. 2 sets of numbers in small cardboard squares - a set of a small tin or bag - other set is divided among the players. Usually 3-5 per player. The
Caller then selects and calls a number. The holder of the number then selects a prize from the paytable. The next person can take the other prize from the table or receive another winner's prize. When all people run out of numbers they get to keep the prize or prizes. Some people end up with 2 or 3 awards, and others may end up either. In general, we want
to make sure that there are enough small prizes for everyone to get one. Let's say 50 numbers and 50 small prizes. It's amazing that there is always 1 item which travels around more than any other charge. Grandma's kids get a big kick. Cut out parts of pictures of everyday household items such as laundry soap, hairsalake, cooking oil, mamód, cake mix,
stove top filling mix, cat or dog food, anything that is well known to most people. Paste the partial images into a piece of white cardboard and number each item. Each person gets a piece of paper and must figure out what the product name is They just see a letter, but it's different and they know the product right away. Others will be harder. The person who
correctly name most products wins. The same should be done with motorized oil, car stray, male deodorant, anything a man recognizes. Easy - Find the weight of watermelon/cantaloupe or any object. This item is the prize. Ask the grocer to measure it before leaving the store. Easy - Peanut scramble for elementary-age children. For interest, add some
individually packaged candies like tootsie rolls or hard candies. Give all a small bag or plastic sandwich bag to collect peanuts/candy. It's just that You clean up all the bags you drop. All but the Now I've got it, now no game can be placed on the table for people to work with because there is a moment. The host will determine the winners towards the end of
the party/picnic. Answer Was this helpful? YesBy Lori [1 Comment]May 24, 20101 found this helpfulBest AnswerThe one reunions we bought two plastic tablecloths and a water balloon. Divided into teams of 4 (one person for each corner of the tablecloth). The idea is to launch the balloon and the other team to catch it without breaking it. There's a trick to
this that I don't share – a learning curve if I can. It's so much fun to watch and play this game! In another, we bought old clothing - bras, granny panties, hats, pants, etc., and put them in a laundry bag that could not be seen through. We were playing music, and when the music stopped, whoever had the bag had to take out a piece of clothing and wear it. We
had priceless pictures of my 80s grandma in a big bra over her clothes. Grandsons are still talking about this game. We played a game last year with adults called Bullshi * Do two things on the card that were random and the player had to write a true one. They could then choose to read the actual one or a fake one. The players either agree or say: Bull It was
a group of adults laughing until they cried. Email me at kalaidescope2001 AT yahoo if you want idea. Answer Was this helpful? 1 Give your voice! Click on the answer below. ThriftyFun is driven by wisdom! Wisdom!
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